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n my hands, the mask is surprisingly light. It is smooth, somehow
luminous, as if lit from within, giving
it an eerie beauty. The carved face is
that of a woman, unwrinkled though
perhaps no longer young. As I look,
her smile seems to change from
gentle to gently mocking, before becoming, momentarily, an expression
of nearly inexpressible sadness. Her
eyes appear to be fixed on mine. Her
mouth is open slightly as if she is
just about to speak, as if she has secrets to tell. A shiver runs along my
spine. I can't escape the feeling that
the mask is somehow more than a
simple piece of carved wood. And
although its maker, Oun Kojima, is
kneeling beside me, it is almost impossible to think of it as something
made carved by human hands.
"It's amazing," I stammer, finally,
putting the mask carefully down
beside the mask of an old man's face.
With its impish smile, laugh lines,
and goatee, this Okina mask looks
disconcertingly like its maker. Kojima laughs, gesturing dismissively
at the modest collection of masks.
"These ones are just for teaching."
Kojima's teaching set is indeed only
a small sample of noh theater's many
masks. There are over 200 different
masks within the tradition's repertoire,
allowing actors to transcend gender,
age, and even the boundary between
this world and the world of spirits.

•
The enormous variety of noh masks covers the
full range of expressions in human faces from
young maiden and old man to demon. To create
these images in wood is a task requiring ultimate
concentration in matters of craft and great
investment of the spirit
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Traditionally, the art of making
these exquisite masks was a jealously
guarded skill, passed down from
generation to generation within
families of master craftsmen. During
the Edo period (1603-1868) these
mask-making families thrived under
the patronage of wealthy samurai.
But in the upheaval of the Meiji
Restoration ( 1868), with the abolition of the samurai class, artistic patronage suffered. Noh theater itself •
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struggled to survive. Mask makers,.
left without a livelihood, turned to
qther pursuits. The succession was
broken, and the oral knowledge of
mask making was lost.
The appeal of the masks them selves, however, proved enduring.
As a handful of actors worked to
save noh itself, independent carvers
turned their tools to mask making in
an attempt to protect the tradition.
But, in the middle decades of
the following century, history once
again interfered. In the turbulence
surrounding WWII, the thread of
instruction was again broken.
In the warm, tatami-matted room
of Kojima's Nagano City workshop,
Joun Iijima, the most senior student
present, breaks off my history lesson to take a sip of tea. "And so," he
continues, "now it is only self-taught
mask makers, like our sensei, who
are passing on the tradition."

and founded the Noh Mask Craft
Association (Nohmen Kogeikai) in
1982. He has exhibited worldwide
and teaches pupils across central Japan. Often, classes that start as introductions for hobbyists at local cultural centers develop into extended,
long-term relationships. This is the
case with Kojima's Nagano studio,
where most students have now been
learning the craft for over a decade.
"People want to continue learning,"
he maintains. "It takes eighty hours
to make a single mask, but those
eighty hours are sometimes spread
out over ten years." Consequently,
Kojima makes the journey twice
~

How Craft Goes On
Kojima, now with graying hair and
a silver beard, became interested in
noh masks in his twenties, and studied the objects intensively for several
years before picking up a chisel.
Deeply committed to reviving and
passing on the craft of mask making,
he began teaching soon afterwards,
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Just Like Makeup
I watch as students and teacher set
to work for the morning. Traditional
handmade tools peel away tiny shavings of prized and carefully selected
fine-grained Kiso Valley hinoki
(Japanese cypress), in a process that
almost seems to be revealing, rather
than creating, something below the
surface of the wood.
When, in 1647, the shogun Tokugawa Iemitsu, grandson of the legendary Tokugawa Ieyasu, issued
regulations prohibiting variations in
noh performances, strict rules were
created for both costumes and masks.
"Even now, noh masks have to be
carefully copied," Kojima continues,
"the size of the eyes, the height of the
nose, even the number of painted
hairs variation is not allowed."
The students work slowly, stopping
Working from a teaching model (far right) or
with cal ipers, like Koun Hiza.wa (right), mask
carving is a. demanding craft, as exemplified by
Seiun Kitagawara (left) and Joun lijima (below,
left), often requi1~ing 80 hours for a single mask,
according to teacher Oun Kojima (below).

monthly from his base in Nagoya to
his students in Nagano City, a distance of about 200 kilometers.
Advanced students, like Joun Iijima, have been given carving names
ending with the same "un" (cloud)
character as their teacher's. Among
these students are many who also
teach, making Kojima the head of
one of many small schools eager to
carry on the relatively newly reestablished tradition of mask making.
"It takes time to be able to teach this
skill." Kojima once again gestures to
the set of teaching masks. "You need
to be able to make all of the masksthis full set to be able to teach."
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I wonder whether the rule was
something Kojima gleaned during
his long study of this ancient, esoteric craft. My question is answered
immediately. "No, this is simply my
own teaching method."
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frequently to check their progress .
ome fit pape r t emplates against
t heir ma ks, looking carefully for
d iscrepancies b etween the pattern
and their vvork. Koun Hizawa, still
spritely in his late eighties, checks the
measurem ents on his mask against a
photograph of an exemplary antique
mask. He does so using calipers, an
innovation of his own devising. ''Actually, I made a set for everyone," he
tells me excitedly.
Mask-making starts with a rectangular block of fine-grained Japanese
cypress, onto which a plan for the
face is sketched in pencil. The next
step is to rough out the form with
a chisel until the basic features of
the mask begin to take shape. Work
slows as details are carefully penciled
on and then chiseled into being. Finally, the eyes, nose, and sometimes
mouth are opened, and the surface is
sanded down to a beveled smoothness that still manages to suggest the
carver's tools. "In the old days, we
believe they used sharkskin. Nowadays, we have sandpaper, so we use
that instead." Iijima explains how
powdered oyster shell, mixed with
traditional deer-horn glue, forms a
base over which colors are applied
"just like makeup."

Striking Experience
I return to watching Kojima shave
careful curls of fragrant cypress from
the rough form of his mask, in which
the features of a young woman are,
eerily, forming in the chisel strokes.
"I like these smooth masks best," he
tells me. "The masks of demons and
gods are uneven , bumpy. They're
much more forgiving of mistakes.
The female masks are much more
challenging to make."
"You know," he continues, "w e
never use the word 'carve' (horu) to
describe making noh masks. Rather,
we say 'strike' (utsu), as in the making of swords. Some people say it's
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because, with nob masks, you're
forging the spirit."
Even the amateur student masks,
when completed, emanate an inner
power. There is something almost supernatural in the way the carved expressions change with perspective. "At
home, I have a display room for my
masks," Hizawa tells me. "My grandkids refused to go in when they were
young. It didn't matter which masks
were hanging; they said it was too
creepy. It wasn't until they reached
their twenties that they started to be
comfortable with the masks."
"I think you bring a lot of your
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own experience into looking at a
mask," Iijima adds. "Sometimes, I
look at a particular mask and feel
that it looks sad, and I'll realize that
it's because something bad happened
that day. Later, when I'm in a happy
mood, I'll look at the same mask and
ffiJ
find it smiling back at me."
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lt is perhaps unimaginable to picture a process
that starts with a block of Japanese cypress and
ends with a sophisticated rnask of an old n1ant
made by Kojima and used for teaching~ unless
thetAe is a pattern Ot" patterns to work ft--om.
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